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Abstract

Background:

Strengthening pediatric nursing students to keep pace with digital development so that they can choose an active learning strategy that suits their educational goals, identify educational resources, and have the ability to evaluate themselves.

Purpose and design: This study was adopted a quasi-experimental pre and posttest equivalent experiment and control group, design to examine the effects of training program on developmental level of pediatric nursing student's related to employ energetic learning strategies and self-efficacy.

Sample and setting: Hundred nursing students who enrolled in Pediatric Nursing course in nursing faculty, Benha university, Egypt.

Instruments: Tool I: The Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI) to measure learning and study practices and attitudes. Tool II: "Modified Short version self-efficacy (SES) to measure student’s self-efficacy. Tool III: "Modified Short version the flow state scale (FSS) to measure positive optimal experience experiment group only post applies on pediatric nursing course content.

Results: There was statistically positive correlation between pediatric nursing students' female gender with urban residence and well-mannered developmental level concerning the Learning and Study Strategies Inventory, employs energetic learning strategies and their self-efficacy soon after training program. The majority of subgroup pediatric nursing students' trial reported that high score and narrated efficiency learning strategies was animation videos and simulation in practical content and web/computer assisted learning and problem-based learning in theoretical content. Conclusion and recommendation: Research assert that training program was effective and linked with high developmental level of pediatric nursing students about employing active learning strategies and self-efficacy. Distributing the content of the pediatric nursing curriculum on energetic learning strategies and directing students to learning the course according to the appropriate strategy type this is after their creativity in applying.
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1-Introduction:

In light of the digital transformation that includes nursing education, pediatric nursing students must be trained and knowledgeable about active learning strategies to keep pace with the digital generations. The goal is to help students process information more deeply, which allows them to relate new information to existing ideas or experiences and accelerating the efficacy of knowledge and skills retention for students, as well as improving their efficacy (Zarshenas, et al., 2022).

In education systems learners must possess an increased degree of autonomy and show initiative in learning processes, inspecting learning materials and understanding contents. An efficient growth of knowledge inside and outside of faculty is only possible if students have skills which initiate, guide and control the search for information and later on its processing and storage. Training on learning strategies is necessary for students to use in order to foster their application of results in education (Wegner, et al., 2013).

Along time ago pediatric nursing students, in higher education, should be depend on computer to do their study. Also, using network technology can create, foster, deliver, facilitate learning, and enhance students experience and knowledge. So, the rapid developments and growth of information literacy and communication technology had profoundly influence on higher nursing education (Elsayed and El-Sebaie, 2022).

Our need to develop and train pediatric nursing students on energetic learning strategies appeared clearly during the Corona virus crisis, and many researches were done supporting and recommending e-learning and simulation in practical training for students (Cook, et al., 2022). Then it appears to us that students need training in energetic learning methods and self-efficacy in using them, and then develop students’ skills and keep pace with digital transformation and develop outcome Learning for students (Horntvedt, et al., 2018).

Self-efficacy is the judgement that a person makes about their own capability to achieve a future task. High self-efficacy is the confidence or strength of belief that one can learn and experience success in learning. Students tend to avoid tasks that exceed their ability and seek tasks at which they can succeed (Inanlou, et al., 2020).

Therefore, self-efficacy judgements affect which activities students choose or avoid, how much effort they put in, how much resilience they have, and how long they persist with a task.

In study done by (Culha., 2019) concluded that using active learning methods in nursing education provides positive cognitive, affective and psychomotor outcomes for nursing students. Therefore, nursing students should be supported for the use of these methods.

Research important:

In studies of (Salari, et al., 2018) & (Oh, et al., 2019) concluded and recommended that necessary to develop pediatric nursing students self-learning skills, problem-solving and self-efficacy to enable them facing professional and educational challenge, adapt to future professions, and become a graduate who contributes to improving health care systems, qualified for lifelong learning skills and appropriate decision-making. So, the current study aims to training pediatric nursing students on employ energetic learning strategies on neonatal congenital anomalies as theoretical chapter and neonatal injection as practical parts. Improve pediatric nursing student’s self-efficacy and set higher goals and expend more effort towards their achievement. Pediatric nursing students need to develop their skills and self-efficacy regarding uses of active learning strategies, to keep pace with digital learning and development in nursing education. Hence the study hypothesis support to offering students, a framework that is linked with academic success encourage students to perform better.

Research purpose:

Determine the developmental level of pediatric nursing students (experiment and control) about energetic learning strategies and self-efficacy at starting point and after soon training program.

Represent the correlation between the pediatric nursing experiment group gender and residence with their total of the Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI), employ energetic learning strategies and self-efficacy soon after training program.

Find out which one of energetic learning strategies was prolifically for pediatric nursing students (experiment group) post applies.
Research hypothesis:
Training program will enhance developmental level of pediatric nursing students (experiment and control) related to employs energetic learning strategies with creative efficacy.

Pediatric nursing students experiment group who applies energetic learning strategy on congenital anomalies and neonatal injection will display which one of the energetic learning strategies was high productively.

Technical design:
2-Subjects and methods:
2.1. Research design and setting: quasi- experimental research carried out in nursing faculty, Benha University, Egypt.

2.2. Participants:
A convenience sampling of 100 nursing students out of 300 students who enrolled in the Pediatric Nursing course, during the first semester of the academic year 2022. All students who had computer skills and internet access were included in the study. The sample size was estimated using Epi Info program version 10 according to the following parameters; students' size of 300, Confidence coefficient of 95%, expected frequency of 50%, and acceptable error of 5%. The minimum sample size required was 95 students. Eligible students who fit the inclusion criteria and agreed upon their participation were randomly assigned using random number generator program into two equals groups (50 students per group).

2.3. Instruments:
Tool 1: PartA: Socio demographic characteristics of pediatric nursing students, such as, gender and residence.
Part B: “The Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI) (Weinstein, et al., 1996) to measure learning and study practices and attitudes. The components of strategic learning: skill, will and self-regulation, at starting point and soon after training program for experiment and control group”.

Tool II: “Modified Short version self-efficacy (SES) believe, ability scale and promoting strategies (Beierlein, et al., (2013) to measure efficacy at starting point and soon after training program for experiment and control group”.

Tool III: “Modified Short version the flow state scale (FSS) (Jackson et al., 2008) to measure positive optimal experience experiment group only post applies appraisal on theoretical congenital anomalies, neonatal injection as practical part of pediatric nursing course, figure 2 show detail scattering energetic learning strategies”.

2.4. Measure outcome:
Tool 1: “The Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI) is a 10-scalecovered 60-item, Respondent answer each item on a 5-point Likert scale wherein 1 = not at all like me, 2 = not very much like me, 3 = somewhat like me, 4 = fairly much like me, and 5 = very much like me. Assessment of students' developmental level about using learning and study strategies related to following components of Strategic Learning “components of Strategic Learning”.

- Will: Motivation, Attitude, Anxiety”

- Skill: Selecting Main Idea, Information Processing, Test Strategies”

- Self-regulation: Self-Testing, Concentration, Time Management, and Using Academic Resources
**Tool 2:** Modified Short version self-efficacy (SES) contain seven statements categories as 1 = Does not apply at all, 2 = applies only slightly, 3 = somewhat applies, 4 = fairly applies and 5 = applies completely" Employ self-efficacy.  

**Tool 3:** "Modified Short version the flow state scale (FSS), flow state a positive experiential state, totally a 5-point Likert scale which energetic learning strategies with a higher score indicates a higher level of learning flow.

The total of developmental level of the Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI) was 300 score, flow state scale 45 score and self-efficacy 35 score, total 2.7. Ethical approval and administrative design:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Time/day</th>
<th>Method and media of training</th>
<th>Pre/Post Evaluation method and task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Improve developmental level of pediatric nursing students academic and study skills</td>
<td>- “Anxiety (ANX)”</td>
<td>30-45 min Saturday</td>
<td>E-mail “The Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI)”</td>
<td>E-survey (SES) “short version self-efficacy believes, ability scale and promoting strategies modified for pediatric nursing students, “I solve difficult academic problems I can rely on my skills”, “I can achieve my goals in nursing field, I will remain calm in my exam because I know I will have the knowledge to pass”, “The motto ‘If other people can, I can too’ applies to me when it comes to my field of study”, “In difficult situations I can rely on my skills”, “I can deal with most problems using my own resources”, “Even difficult and complicated tasks I can successfully resolve at starting point and soon after, training program for experiment and control group”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Expansion the pediatric nursing student’s strategies that can increase self-efficacy</td>
<td>- “Task accomplishment and success”</td>
<td>30-45 min Saturday</td>
<td>E-mail “The Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI)”</td>
<td>E-survey (SES) “short version self-efficacy believes, ability scale and promoting strategies modified for pediatric nursing students, “I solve difficult academic problems I can rely on my skills”, “I can achieve my goals in nursing field, I will remain calm in my exam because I know I will have the knowledge to pass”, “The motto ‘If other people can, I can too’ applies to me when it comes to my field of study”, “In difficult situations I can rely on my skills”, “I can deal with most problems using my own resources”, “Even difficult and complicated tasks I can successfully resolve at starting point and soon after, training program for experiment and control group”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5. Validity and Reliability: Each tool was inspected by two experts of pediatric nursing teaching staff to assess the content validity was 0.902 the needed modification was done. Reliability was measuring the internal consistency via Cronbach’s alpha = FSS was 0.82, SES was 0.91. The SSI subscales is measured by Cronbach’s alpha = FSS was 0.82, SES was 0.91. The reliability of LASSI subscales is measured by Cronbach’s alpha of 0.72-0.88 and demonstrates good validity.

2.6. Pilot study: was done on 5% of pediatric nursing students and excluded from study sample after making the necessary modification to support clarity and feasibility of tool application.
learning strategies one for theoretical and another for practical. Communicate participants to check their learning progress using Microsoft teams meeting two a week and conducted a question-and-answer session. As a final step, all participants complete a post-test to assess outcome variables similar to the pre-test. For ethical phase 2: planning and implementation:

Training program structure (Table 1) contain detail of the program Phase 3: Evaluation:

For control and experiment group pediatrics nursing students evaluate at starting point and soon after training program but experiment group evaluates after implement energetic learning strategies on congenital anomalies as the theoretical part and neonatal injection as practical part of pediatric nursing course.

2.9. Statistical design: the data analysis through (SPSS) version 23 the difference between variable as (mean and standard deviation). A correlation coefficient for two variable set. paired t-test for differences between pre and post program. Statistical significance as a two-tailed a p value of 0.05.

Formal consent taken from faculty of nursing, Benha University before research project conduct. Informed consent taken from participant after explaining the purpose of the study, participant information well secured and free to withdrawn at any time of the study.

2.8. Field work and procedure:
The researcher reviewed the recent current & relevant literatures and selected the appropriate energetic learning strategies for pediatric nursing students. The data were collected during one and half months from 15 June to 30 July at 2022 academic years. The electronic survey was distributed for participant to fill the demographic characteristic at Saturday in break time then conduct the program at three phases.

Phase 1: Assessment and preparation:
The researcher equipped the necessary tools and questionnaire to implement the training program in terms of creating a drive to upload all E- material illustration such as educational videos, simulation videos, simulation software, demonstration play software. Before starting the intervention, participants were informed of the purpose and process of the trial, Participants from both groups were given 45 min to complete the pretest to assess their developmental level about LASSI, self-efficacy and learning flow then fill the main demographic information. The participants in the experiment group were given an additional five-minute explanation about how to apply energetic learning strategies on part of pediatric nursing course (neonatal congenital anomalies and Injection). During the experimental period, participants learned two weeks through predetermined learning strategies (figure 2) and distributed to subgroup each one take two learning strategies one for theoretical and another for practical. Communicate participants to check their learning progress using Microsoft teams meeting two a week and conducted a question-and-answer session. As a final step, all participants complete a post-test to assess outcome variables similar to the pre-test. For ethical

Phase 2: planning and implementation:
Training program structure (Table 1) contain detail of the program

Phase 3: Evaluation:

For control and experiment group pediatrics nursing students evaluate at starting point and soon after training program but experiment group evaluates after implement energetic learning strategies on congenital anomalies as the theoretical part and neonatal injection as practical part of pediatric nursing course.

2.9. Statistical design: the data analysis through (SPSS) version 23 the difference between variable as (mean and standard deviation). A correlation coefficient for two variable set. paired t-test for differences between pre and post program. Statistical significance as a two-tailed a p value of 0.05.

Table 2: +33 Mean and Standard deviation of the developmental level of pediatric nursing students (experiment and control) group starting point and soon after and post two weeks
Table 2: The mean score of the experiment and control group starting point and soon after the training program was statistically significant ($p = 0.01$), while two-week post soon trial for experiment group achieved high developmental level related to LASSI, SES and FSS.

Figure 3: Correlation coefficient between pediatric nursing students experiment group gender and residence with their developmental level of LASSI, employ energetic learning strategies and their self-efficacy soon after training program.
Figure 3: Proven that there was statistically positive correlation between pediatric nursing students' female gender with urban residence and well-mannered developmental level concerning Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI), employs energetic learning strategies and their self-efficacy soon after training program.

Figure 4: Experiment group positive optimal experience around energetic learning strategies post applies on theoretical and practical part of pediatric nursing course

The current study supported the scientific research has proven that pediatric nursing students need training to raise their self-efficacy so that they can use active learning strategies and employ them in the pediatric nursing course, where students qualify to develop their skills for lifelong learning and contribute to the development of the nursing profession to keep pace with digital development. Therefore the aim of study was determining the developmental level of pediatric nursing students (experiment and control) about energetic learning strategies, self- efficacy at starting point and after soon training program. Represent the correlation between the pediatric nursing experiment group gender and residence with their total energetic learning strategies and self- efficacy soon after training program. Find out which one of energetic learning strategies was prolifically for pediatric nursing students (experiment group) post applies.

The mean score of the experiment and control group starting point and soon after the training program was statistically significant (p = 0.01), while two-week post soon trial for experiment group achieved high developmental level for LASSI, FSS and self-efficacy. According to Joshi et al. (2017) who found that participants’ suggestions to achieve high learning performance referred to consideration of learning styles and strategies like daily revision of topics, being regular and attentive during ward postings. Activities offered in a lively atmosphere with interactions between students and teachers contribute to improving learning efficiency. According to study done by An, et al., (2022) in Korea on the nursing students was from two university found that there was not significant interaction between the effects of time and the intervention in perceived learning competency, knowledge, academic stress, and learning flow. In contrast to subitems in the self-regulated learning competency, environmental structuring, task strategies, time management, help seeking, and self-evaluation were significantly improved after intervention. Also, Khalil, et al., (2020) found that the main LASSI subscales that were significantly different between high-performing and low-performing students for internal and external examinations.

The present study proven that statistically positive correlation between pediatric nursing students' female gender with urban residence and well-mannered developmental level concerning Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI), employs energetic learning strategies and their self-efficacy soon after
training program. The results of Viswam Athira et al., (2017) reported self-efficacy was high among nursing students 53% and found association between gender female and their self-efficacy. In contrast with study by Tiwari & Srivastava, (2021) conduct in India about nursing student’s self- efficacy related online learning discover eighty percent were female and half of them were gratified with the online education and two third with poor self- efficacy scores in learning domain. The current study evidence that the majority of subgroup pediatric nursing students’ trial with animation videos and simulation in practical content, meanwhile web/computer assisted learning and problem-based learning in theoretical content was high score and narrated efficiency learning strategies. Phuong et al., (2020) study done in Vietnam had same finding and reported that the participants saw PBL as an effective approach for achieving learning outcomes; PBL encouraged proactivity, convenience, and creativity. Visual content enhanced active learning for several core skills. In addition, Park & Moon (2022) reported that requires a high level of student preparation with innovative education methods, such as web-based or computer-based learning. Also, An et al., (2022) concluded, education strategies use of innovative technology will lead to higher academic achievement. Study done in University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing on 66 students Harlan, et al., (2021) found that preferred learning strategies included voice-over Power Points, simulation, case studies, and did not enjoy group work. The author view that pediatric nursing students were in need of a training program related to active learning strategies in addition to measuring their self-efficacy and their ability to employ these strategies in the pediatric nursing course to achieve success rates of excellence and develop lifelong learning skills and keep pace with the development in digital transformation in the nursing field where nursing students contribute in developing the profession and providing advanced nursing care.

The researcher assert that the training program was effective, as the students showed unprecedented cooperation and were able to raise their self-efficacy and became able to employ appropriate strategies for the content that wants to study.

Conclusion:

The study confirms that video animation, web/computer simulation assisted learning and problem-based achieved the highest rates comprehend for pediatric nursing students after applying on neonatal injection as practical parts and congenital anomalies as a theoretical part from pediatric nursing course content. Research assert that training program was effective and linked with developing the level of pediatric nursing students about employing active learning strategies, and self-efficacy, which achieves the high developmental learning outcomes.

Recommendation and further research:

- The study recommends distributing the content of the pediatric nursing curriculum on energetic learning strategies and directing students to learning the course according to the appropriate strategy type this is after their creativity in applying.
- Orientation program for nursing students about varieties electronic learning resources provided by BenhaUniversity.
- Learning strategies based on technology need to be a universal learning method and training students in different research setting area.
- Additional studies are needed to replicate this study using larger sample size, and assess factors affecting learning strategies.
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